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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIOlf 
That interpersonal relationships within the familY may 
have a direct influence upon the development of schizophrenia 
is a fact well-recognized b,y ~ authors. In recent years 
the exact role of the mother-child relationship in the 
etioloSY of schizophrenia has especially been the subJect of 
a great deal of investigation. As a result of these invest-
igations there bas been developed the concept of the •schizo-
phrenogenio mother.• Tietze's findinss are characteristic. 
In a stuay of the personality cbar•cteristics of 2~ mothers 
of schizophrenic patients she found that: 
All mothers. were over-anxious and obsessive, all 
were domineerinc - ten were overtlY and fifteen 
in a more subtle fashion. All mothers were :round 
to be restrictive with regard to the libidinal 
gratification of their children. llost of them 
were perfeotionistio and over-soli-citous and 
more dependent on approval b.1 others than the 
average mother. All of the 110thers were :f'und&-
mentally insecure people, who·were altle to :teel 
relatively secure only i:t the~ could control the 
situation.!/ 
Such mothers pervert the child's normal development by 
uains the child as a means o:t solvins their own emotional 
problema, to satiety their own needs, for the completion of 
their own lives. The ego of the schizophrenic, instead of 
,: !/!rude Tietze, •A Stuay o:t ](others o:t Schizophrenic 
, Patients, • Pqchiat:r:y, 12a64-65, J'ebruary, 1949. 
:: 
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developtac ita capacities to examine reality and to trane-
fDr.m infantile instinctual drives into mature and socially 
acceptaale motiT&tiona, is forced by ita experiences at the 
h&Dda of the threateniag mothering fipre to withdraw from 
a world thus seen as hostile and frustrating, to a primitive 
state of narcissism. Hill states that: 
Tl:Le low self-esteem that is oonspleuoua in all 
schizophrenic patients may well be a subjective 
evaluation which the child makes of itself be-
cause of this lack of ~ilt-in, incorporated 
goodneaa which it can call its -own. Tl:Le great 
danger which the child senses in the preearious 
instability of the mother interdicta anger 
against her. TAe child literally aelieves that 
anaer could destroy the ..,maiosis and amonnt, 
thereby, to suicide. llrot ozaly is the auger 
turned in and made a proalea of l:rmer econoiiG' 
8oth somatie and psychic, but the processes 
are not eatalllished and the techniques are not 
organized whereby anser and acsression can ae 
directed outward. TAe child may dream but Jlllst 
not act upon hostile impulsea.,i/ ... 
These descriptions of the mother-child relationship in 
schizophrenia offer many suggestive insights into the nature 
of the psychosocial factors involved in the development of 
this disease process. However it would ae wrong to conclude 
that in the mother-child relationship lies the sole root 
and explanation of schizophrenia. MOre often than not the 
brothers and sisters of schizophrenics are quite tree from 
this disease, so obviously the mother of a ehild who becomes 
2/L. B. Hill, Pvchot~rapeutic Intervention in Schizo- · · 
phrenia, (Chicago: ~e University ol Chicago Preas, 1955), 
p. 141. 
2. 
schizophrenic cannot be imputed to ~e so •acaizopbrenogenic" 
t'ba.t the very :tact t'ba.t she is its 110ther will lead a child 
to become schizophrenic. !he possessiveness, per:t'ectioniem, 
' lack o:t' warmth and general rej action o:t' the schizophrenogenic 
mother are :t'ound in equal or even more severe degree in 
several other psychiatric and payehoeoma.tic syndromes. Yet 
this writer baa not been a~le to discover in the literature 
any clearcut di:t':t'erentiation ~etween these qualities as man-
i:t'ested in the achizephrenic disease process and other dis-
ease processes. It must be realized that the mother-child 
relationShip is but one important part of the total family 
constellation. Lidz and Lids in a study o:t' the case his-
tories of fi:t't.y patients who bad become manifestly schizo-
phrenic prior to the age o:t' 21, :t'elt that the role of the 
father could not be overlooked. They offered the ausgestion 
that: 
whereas in:t'antile relationahips may start the 
patient in the direction of a·social development 
or :t'orm an anla&e for later regression to in:t'an-
tile patterns, it -., be the serious di:t'ficulties 
that are chronically present through childhood 
which prevent the patient :!rom fitting into the 
pattern ot:t'ered )7 society. In our data it is 
apparent that the paternal in:t'luences are 
noxious as frequently as are the maternal. file 
study of some of the oases leaves the impression 
that, bad there ~een a stable father to offer 
guidance or to serve as a source tor stable 
identification, the patient would not have been 
so seriously at:t'ected by the mother's diffi-
culties. The con:t'lict within the patient con-
cerned w1 th ambi Talent :t'eeliqs toward one or 
both parents, the divided loyalties, the un-
stable identifications, the incorporation o:t' 
:: 
:: 
hostility directed toward one or 
parent - all these are often due 
encea of )oth parents.~ 
the other 
to the in:tlu-
Xt is from both parents that the indiTidual acquires 
hh lliolo&ical equipment and it is the family unit as a 
whole that proTides him with the basic enTironmental frame-
work within which his ego will deTelop. !he indiTidu&l not 
onl7 occupie• a place within the family structure 8ut him-
self contributes to the composition of' that structure and 
in so doins experiences an extension of' his ego. He ia not 
only an indiTidual self but a member of a large interacting 
whole with which he makes some decree of identification and 
from which he draws strength and support. 
The family unit, then, as a unit, is a whole, an entity 
made up of constituent indiTidu&ls exiati~ in a situation. 
AS such all families haTe tunetional problema of' internal 
intecration and of adaptation to external situations. These 
prolllema are handled through the })rocesa of interaction and 
it is in the patterned relationships that arise from this 
process that the key to the understanding of the family lies. 
The early relationships within the child's family include 
not only those of parent-child, but &lao husband and wife 
relationships and relationships between siblings. ID the 
present study to the extent that we haTe focused on these 
Yliuth w. Lidz aDd Theodore Lidz, •!he Family Environment 
of Schizophrenic Patients," "•riop .Tournal ot Pvehiatrz, 
106:344, IoT~er, 1949. 
relationships we have done so with the purpose not of 
studying~heir possible influence on the development of the 
schizophrenic disease process but rather with the aim of 
discovering, if we could., some clues to the influence, 
direct or indirect, of these early relationships upon the 
course of remission, once the disease process has advanced. 
to the stage where hospitalization has been necessary. It 
seems reasonable to assume that if family relationships can 
have a crucial role in the production of psychosis, that they 
may also ~e influential in determining the rate and manner 
of improvement or remission, or the failure of the patient 
in this respect. When taking social histories the experienced. 
social worker finds in the structure of family relationships 
many clues of diapostie value and is often able from them 
to form a reasona~ly accurate )lieture of the dynamics of the 
patient's current problems. EUt prognosis is a more difficult 
achievemeut. If. correlatioas could be found between family 
relationships and. the patient's subsequent reactions to his 
illness and the treatment of that illness, this would be a 
valuable addition to the social worker's battery of know-
ledge and would enable him as he pthers the facta of a 
social history to bring to bear skill not only in diaposis 
but in prognosis as well 
Ye have also felt that if early family relationships 
could be of possible significance 1a influencing the schizo-
5. 
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phrenic patient's course of remission, that present attitudes 
of family members, besides reflectins to a large extent the 
nature of these relationships, could be of more immediate 
and direct influence and would be far more amenallle to direct 
observation. The current attitudes of family lllelllbers is a 
matter of great practical concera to social workers in mental 
hospitals such as the Veterans Administration HOspital at 
Bedford and any more precise knowledge of the role these 
attitudes play in determining the course of the patient's 
progress in the hospital could lie of great importance. At 
the Bedford Veterans Administration Hospital a not inconsid-
erable portion of the social worker's time is expended in 
work with relatives. The social worker is expected to be: 
continually aware of an4 understandirl& of the 
attitudes of relatives, to inter)ret the 
mental illness, hoepitaliu:tion and treatment 
of the patient to them, ana to work with them 
to effect changes or 1110d.1fioations in these 
attitudes for the leaefit sf the patient.!( 
At present, more and more workers in the field of' 
mental pathology are coming to the recognition that to 
effect lasting improvement the patient's total social en-
vironment must be considered as well as the patient himself. 
Kaplan and Wolf point out the tendency for many patients, 
especially schizophrenics, to settle into anonymity, to 
!, j/Sybil Shapiro, IIRelatiTes' ,iltitudes toward HOspitalized 
Yntal, P&tients. Part V, • Unpublished :Kaster's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1956, pp. 9-lo. 
I 
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withdraw from li:t'e, in the institutionalized setti~~g ot' . 
the mental hospital. When the family visits, however, the 
patient once more emerces into his own individuality and 
uniflUeaess. They found tbata 
taere is a direct relationship aetween the patient's 
acceptance of or resistance to· loss o:t' identl ty and 
his reaction to his fami~. The patient who accepts 
thiB loss ten4s to resist hie :t'amily. It is 
especially im;portant ia these cases· that the staff 
explain this to the family ail4 do everythin& po88-
ible to prevent loss of interest on their part. 
Despite lack o:t' response, the family must be · 
encourased to continue their 'Yiaits, helpinc to 
reassure and motivate the patient to differentiate 
his environment. Ji'or nine visits he a;y not visibly 
resond to hie f~!~' l!Ut on the twnth visit he 
may be reaq to with them, and tbe family 
1111st then be availaale to cive the patient warmth 
and underatandiag. While love is essential, as 
:Bettelheim has said, love is not enouch, l!Ut the 
understandirac, which is also a necessity, must be 
civen te the family in larce part by members of 
the hospital staff.~ 
Se1;tig of ty Stpdy -- This stuq was conducted at the 
Veterans Administration HOspital at·Be4to~d, Kassaebuaetts, 
which wae establiebed in 1928 tor the treatment and care of 
veteran• with neuropw,rchiatric dieordere. Through the years 
the faeilities of the hospital have been expanded and the 
hospital now has a total bed capacity of 1803 and is com-
posed of eight larce buildincs of which eome are sulPdiTided 
into smaller, rather self-contained ward units. 
V.A.rtbur Kaplan and Lois Wolf, •ne Role of the J'amily in · 
Relation to the lnatitutionaliaed Kental Patient,• Kenta1 
Urgiepe, 38a637, Octoaer, 1954. 
7. 
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The patients Whose relatiTes were the object of this 
study were all reaicl.ents of warcl.a C and D of :BuildiJI& Four, 
which together with :Building Six, houses the Acute-IntenaiTe 
Treatment Seniee. Yarcl.s 4C and .m are the ho api tal • s 
•cl.istur~ecl.• wards, ward 4C housiDf the acutely disturbed and 
ward. 4J) the chronically disturlled. These wards are locked 
wards and patients are placed on these wards usually llecauae 
ot their creater need tor aupenisicn or \)eeauae ot the 
greater suicidal or homicidal threat they present. !'he words 
•locked ward.s,• howeTer, should not iBPly the concept ot 
»rison-like custodial aurTeillance, tor this type of orien-
tation toward the care of nen .the moat disturbed patients. 
has largely diaappe~ed from the thinking and policy of the 
hospital staff& 
On the disturbed ward Lthe currenS{ orientation 
has led to the abolisbiient of ]Vdrctherapy 
taeilities and their coDTersion to a pleasant 
dininc room. The doors of moat· of the seclusion 
rooms were remoTed (some as a result of the in-
itiatiTe of the aides), and .ill&n;V' ef the preTious-
ly locked doors were now left open - promoting a 
treer atlllesphere with leas emphasis on keys and 
locke. We did a-.y eTentually with the •locked 
ward • ooncept all oTer the hospital and sui ta'ble 
patients were allle to cet priTileses trom all 
ward.s.§/ 
1'lle geal of treatment at :Bedford. is to enaale the pa-
§/P. Stefan Kraus, otward Aaaipment and Patient )[oTement in 
a Large Ps,ychiatric Hospital,• in~ Patient apd the 
Jlentti Bo!ital, Kilton Greenblatt, D&Diel s. Lninson 
·aadch&r H. Williams, edite~e, lGleneoe& JTee Press, 
to lie pu8lished June, 1957). 
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tient to return to the life of the community. This goal 
makes necessary the treatment of the individual as a whole 
and therefore at Bedforda 
the interdisciplinary approach bas proved to be 
the most effective means of treatment. The treat-
ment responsibility is primarily assumed by the 
medical staf'ft nonetheless the whole-hearted · 
particiJ&tion of other diaeiJlines is essential. 
These auxiliary services consist of the nursing 
staff (includinc hospital aides or attendants), 
payohologist, paychiatrlcall)" oriented persol'lDel 
from pb;rsieal medicine Uld rebaltilitation ser-
vices (occupational Uld corrective therapies, 
educational training), vocational rehabilitation 
service, &Dd social service. All have specific 
fUnctions iD the team approach.!/ 
PVpote of thl stuh -- This study was undertaken to test 
two b;rpothesesa (1) that meaninctul relations exist between 
past relationships within the family of' the schizophrenic 
:patient ud the iJQrovement or lack of iJQrovement manU'ested 
Dy' the patient on the ward; (2) that meaningful relations 
exist ltetween current attitudes of members of the family of 
the schizophrenic patient and the i!Qrovement or lack of 
im,provement DII.Rifested Dy' the patient on the ward. 
As pointed out, many studies have demonstrated the close 
connection between certain kinds of early familY relation-
ships Uld the development of schizophrenia. This study repre-
• 
;:!-_ 
sents an attempt to see if this connection extends beyond the 
deTelopment of the disease to effect its subsequent course. 
Are there certain family patterns which by their nature make 
remission, whether partial or complete, extremely difficult 
and unlikely for the patient? Are there latent positiTe 
elements in others whish, eTentually emergins in the hospital 
setting, aid the shattered ego defenaes of the patient to 
restore some of their fUnctioning? Xt was with such questions 
that our first bypothesis was concerned. 
Pertaining to the second q,pothesis, Coyne in a studY 
of non-Tiaiting relatiTes conducted at Bedford in 1950 found 
that a 
In '78 per cent of the cases studied, family ties 
were either Tery weak or non-existent, and rela-
tiTes felt that the patient was the hospital's 
problem and hence they need not be concerned. 
RelatiTes had adJusted their liTes so that they 
bad no need of the patient who bad gradually 
slipped almost into obliTion. Their attitudes 
toward mental illness were ·a·turther block, and 
their own guilt feelings fre~ently oTerwhelmed 
them, sometimes producing fUrther negatiTe 
feeliDss.§/ . 
In another studY at :Bedford, a sroup research proJect 
conducted in 1956, a broad representatiTe sample of patients' 
relatiTes were interTiewed to determine their attitudes in 
II8DY areas. !his studY was largely exploratory in nature and 
.· 10. 
the results have not yet been systematized.2/ 
ln neither of these studies conducted at the Veterans 
Administration HOspital at Bedford was there any systematic 
attempt to assess what im@act - if any - the attitudes of 
relatives had on the patients. Yet everyone who has worked 
with hospitalized mental patients is aware that patients' 
reactions to visits of relatives is highly varied: for some 
the visit seems highly therapeutic while others react in a 
manner which seema to indicate that more harm than good has 
been done by the visit. Still others seemuneffected by the 
visit. One of the participants in the 1956 group research 
project feUD! in her study: 
indications in certain cases that it might be of 
more therapeutic value to the patient if one 
relative could be helped to cut down on the fre-
quency of home visits, and other relatives en-
courased te participate more actively in visit-
iag. :lor example, some of the mothers seemed to 
feel extremely guilty, bad asochistic tendencies, 
and appeared to have a very over-protective 
attitude toward the patient. If the visits were 
reduced, there might 'be less pressure on the 
patient, and the patient would have a 8etter 
opportunity to reach a more satisfactory level 
of adjustment.;~&/ 
Certainly we would expect on the faee of it that rela-
tives who held punitive or fearfUl attitudes toward the 
2/"Relatives' Attitudes toward HOspitalized Veptal :Patients, 
Part' I-y,• Unpublished Masters' ~sea, Boston University 
and Simmons College, 1956. 
;1.21~., Part I, by ll'arJorie Fearing, pp. 45-46. 
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patient, Who showed little understanding of or tolerance for 
his bizarre behaTior, who lacked real wa~th and feeling for 
the patient, would not effect the patient therapeutically 
and that the reTerse would be true for those relatiTes who 
displayed the opposite characteristics, who were friendly 
and genuinely interested and displayed a tolerance and warmth 
for the patient. Yet without iDTestigation we cannot say 
that this is so. Kight it not be that psychotic patients are 
so ill and their perceptions so distorted, that the current 
attitudes of their relatiTes has little or unpredictable 
effect on them? Kight it not be that the hospital procedures, 
the Tarious shock and drug treatments, the psychotherapies 
conducted within the hospital, are relatiTely so potent 
that by comparison the occasional Tisit of the relatiTe has 
little impact and does not really matter one way or another? 
With such questions our second hypothesis is concerned. 
Certainly these qaestions are Tital ones for the social 
worker, so much of whose time and effort goes into work with 
relatiTes and so much of whose work is base4 on untested 
assumptions and unconscious intuitions, both the products 
of lone and rich experience but neTertheless unTerified -., 
scientific eTidence. 
At :Bedford, as in most :mental hospitals, the number of 
social workers is Tery limdted and most workers find that 
,: they cannot gi Te as much senice as they would like or as 
::--
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they sometimes ~eel is necessary ~or the most bene~icial 
resulta. ~o make the most e~ficient use o~ the time that is 
&Tail&~e, to be able to bring his skills to bear in the 
most e~fective areas, it would lle very help::f'ul to know how 
important the ~amily relationships and attitudes of rela-
tives are in their e~~ect on the patient's progress or lack 
o~ it and whether some kinds of attitudes are more important 
in this respect than others and 1~ so, whieh ones • 
• 
- - -~-:::::t--·-
CHAPTER II 
DTHOD 011 Tim STUDY 
In order to test our hypotheses it was decided to diTide 
our sample into two croups, relatiTea of improTed schizo-
phrenic patients and relatiTes of uni3proTed schizophrenic 
patients. ~fore this could be done it was necesa&rT to de-
Telop some operational criteria for defining what was meant 
b,y ·~roTement.• Jlor this purpose the followinc definition 
was eTolTeda 
A patient's improvement ma7 be defined in terms 
of whether the patient isa (l) leas dependent (creater interest in self-
care, more helpful with the general work 
on the ward, etc.) (2) more sociable (more interest in other 
people - other ~atients, ward personnel, 
relatiTea, etc.) · (3) more integrated in rple actiTities (more 
flexible - allle to participate in more 
actiTi tiu and asaiiJUII8ilt;s, recreational, 
Tocational, etc.) ( 4) more adJusted (more control oTer his 
ImPUiBea, feelincs and ideas, better able 
to concentrate, to pay attention, etc.) 
Jfllch of the rationale for the first three parts of this 
four-part definition was deriTed from an article by P. s. 
Kraus, Chief of the Acute-lntensiTe SerTice at Bedford 
Veterans Administration HOspital 6(, and in informal dis-
~. Stefan Kraus, •Theoretical Considerations for a Proposed 
Bating Soile to Keaaure Clinical Change in Psychotic 
Patients,• Bedford Research, 4al-14, 1955. 
-----~ 
cusaiona with him. Kraus aeea the patient's improvement 
largely in terms of the ~ee to which his •social effec-
tiveness• ia enhanced. In measurins •social effectiveness" 
two conceptual 1110dela are introdlleed, aecial responsibility 
and social rolea the patient who baa illij>roved ia the one who 
oan advance to a hicher level o:t social responsibility, i. e. 
Decome more independent, and can taka on and intee;rate more 
social roles. The fourth part of the definition, •more 
acl,1uate4,• waa added after consultation with Dr. Paul 
Dunataa, the ward payehiatrist, who felt that in evaluatins 
improvement a sreater emphasis should be placed on internal 
factors o:t eco strensth and eco oontrol. 
This definition of improvement was then submitted to 
the doctor and two nurses in chars• o:t Warda 40 and 4D and 
after discussion with each of them to insure that the terms 
ot the definition were well understeod, they were handed a 
list of the aohizophrenie patients on their ward and 
instructed a 
Using this definition aa your suide, would you 
say that the :tollowins patieata have in the 
last year shown improvement or :tailed to show 
improvement;? 
The psychiatrist rated the schizophrenic patients on both 
warda, since he is in charge o:t 'both. However, there is a 
separate nurse tor each of the two warda and each was asked 
to rate only those patients Who were on her ward and with 
whom she would naturally 'be moat familiar. R&tinsa by the 
·- . -: ir- ---.--.. -
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doctor and each of the nurses were done independently, 
neither being aware of the ratiqs of the other. In this 
study only those patients were used upon whom the ratings of 
ioth dootor and nurse were in acreement. An ·~roved patient• 
is therefore for the purpose of this study defined as one 
whom both doctor and nurse have rated •i~roved• according to 
our definition, and an "unimproved patient• as one whom has 
similarly lteen rated as •ua~roved. • Wherever the doctor and 
the nurse disacreed in their ratiqs that patient was elila-
inated from the study. 
Patients on the ward continuously for less than a year 
were also eliminated from the study ltecause it was f'elt that 
that lons a period of' time was necessary to make as sure as 
possiltle that the ~rovement or lack of' i~rovement was a 
senuine and relatively lons term phenomenon and not the 
product of' transitory mood shifts or chance factors. There-
fore all of' the patients finally selected tor our study were 
resident on either Yard •c or Ward 4D oontinuously from 
Deeemller 1, 1955 to Deoealter 1, 1956, when this study besaa. 
Limitiq the patieats in our study to those diagnosed 
as schizophrenic bad the ef'f'ect of excluding cases involving 
lmOWD orsanis i.JIIpair~~~ent and those where the patient' a 
apparent improvement was actually only a reflection of' the 
oyolic course of his disease, e.a., a patient diagaosed 
manic-depressive whose lessened agitation, better control, 
~c-_--_-
eto., might really be repreaentatiTe or that pbaae of hie 
illness wherein he 1a paaainc :trom the -.nie ata.te to the 
depressed state, rather than of any baaic improTement in hie 
paychotic condition. The s,ystem of diasnostic claeeirication 
used at Bedford is the standard one used in all Veterans 
~dministratioa medioal installations. Under this classifica-
tion all ind.iTiduala considered to haTe the schizophrenic 
psychosis are CiTeD the diagnosis or •schizophrenic reaction° 
which is fUrther diTided into the following typeaa catatonic; 
hebephrenioJ paranoidt undirrerentiated. 
Some or the recently deTeloped tranquilizing drugs in 
some oases baTe a marked and dramatic efrect on the behaTior 
of patients which might cause the more subtle effects or 
ramilial relationships and attitudes to be obscured. Since 
wards 40 and 4D are the •disturbed" wards of the hospital 
and contain a large proportion of the acitated, acsreasive, 
a.asaultiTe patients, most of the patients on these two 
warda bave at one time or another receiTed one or :more of 
. . 
these drugs. Therefore, to have azcluded those who had re-
ceived these drugs, while procedurally preferable, was, in 
the licht of the drugs' widespread use on these wards, prac-
tically impossible because it would haTe reduced the number 
in our population too sreatl7. Instead the opposite tactic 
was employed: an attempt was made to minimise or at least 
balance any distortion that might ezuru.e through the use of 
· the drugs by limitins the sample to include only those 
-- -----. ---- -- ----=-~-- ~----------
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patients who at some time bad had aaministered to them either 
:i 
li thorazine or reserpine, the two tranquilizing drugs most fre-
,,. 
(! 
quently used at the hospital. Since most of the patients have 
i; been receiving one or another of these drugs, this of course 
meant that only a few patients were thus excluded. 
I 
<• 
i[ ,, 
ii 
lD brief then, all patients to whom the doctor and the 
nurse did not give the same ratinc, who had diagnoses other 
than that of echiaophrenia, who were residents of wards 40 
and 4D tor less than one year and who had not bad administer-
ed to them either reserpine or thoraaine, were eliminated 
from our study. What ru.ined were two sroups,one- group con-
sisttas of those patients who had been rated by both ward doc-
tor and ward nurse as •Improved" according to our definition 
and one group who had been similarly rated as "Unimproved,• 
both groups being equate4 tor diagnosis, minimum length of 
residence in the hospital and druc treatment. OUt of a total 
ward 40 aDd ward 4D population of 136, 57 patients met our 
criteria, 32 Improved and 25 Unt.proved, and it was from the 
relatives of these patients that our final sample was drawn.y' 
The §erle -- It was first thoqht that a statistically ran-
dom selection of relatives from the total population of 57 
a/!be preceding method was worked out in collaboration with 
Kiss Mary Sanv•rtino, Boston University social work student, 
as part of a pla.Dlled joint thesis. Before the data were 
collected Kiss Sanuartino and the writer agreed to carry 
out separate theses, and this has been done. 
---It--·-- -- - ---- - -
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,. who met the criteria would be best but several practical 
oonsiderations wei&hed against this. Several of the patients 
in this group of 57 have been at »edtord tor over 10 years 
and many of their families have lone since ceased to visit 
or show any other interest iD them and in a number of these 
i! 
cases recent addresses and telephone numbers were unobtain-
a'ble. Several other relatives lived at very long distances 
from the hospital. It was therefore decided to use a differ-
ent method of selecting the relatives tor our sample. 
Visitin& hours at Bedford are Tuesday, Thursday and 
Sund~ afternoons 'between laOO and 3a45. Since warda 4C and 
4D are locked warda, relatives wishin& to visit a patient at 
these times must o'btain a pass at the Administration Build~ 
ins and preaeai this pass to the attendant who is stationed 
at the entrance to the two warda, who then admits the rela-
tives to the visitinc room of the wards and summons the 
patient for t~ 7o this attendant was given a list of the 
names of the 57 patients who met our criteria and he was 
asked to send the relatives (i.e., parent, sibling, wife, 
son or daughter) of ~ patient on this list who presented 
themaelvea at the ward entrance to the nearby office of the 
interviewer. In this ~ preliminary contacts with the rela-
tives were made and the times of formal interview agreed 
upon. 7he latter were arranced to coincide with the usual 
visiting day of the relative - usually Sunday. Relatives of 
12 patients, 6 Improved and 6 Un~roved, were tbus inter-
viewed at the hospital oTer a period of four weeks. The method 
of selection was random to the extent that the rel&tiTes were 
chosen for interviewing in whateTer order they appeared at 
the entrance to the ward. HoweTer this was not a purely random 
, approach because o'bTiously oplr Jilitipg relatives were con-
tacted in this way, and the relatiTes who Tilited most be-
quently of course had the greatest chance of being selected. 
'!'his is ~orne out by comparing the aTerage number of Tisi te 
made in 1956 by the relatiTes of our 12 patients with the 
aTerage number of Tidts made by the relatives of our total 
population of 5'1 patients. When this ie done we find that the 
mean number of Tisits for the fermer is 48.2, :tor the latter 
only 22.9. ln other words, the twelve patients whose rela-
tiTes were interviewecl receiTed oa the aTerage more than twice 
as many Tisits from their relatives as did the total number 
of patients who met our criteria. While the group of relatiTes 
interviewed in this study is therefore not typical of_ the 
relatiTes of the larger populatioa of patients insofar as 
their rate of Tisiting is concerned, the question may be 
raised if this difference should not actually be considered 
advantageous. l'or since a maJor ailll of this study is to a•sees 
the ~ct of relatiTes' current attitudes on patients' im-
provement or lack of improvement, it seems only reasonable to 
expect that it uy impact is to be found it ill most likely to 
be found where the number of contacts betweea the patient and 
20. 
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the relatives holdiDg the attitudes is greatest. ln other 
words, it seems most lo~ical to expect that any effect, 
therapeutic or otherwise, that relatives' current attitudes 
have upon the hospitalized schizophrenic patient will be en-
hanced ~ the increased number of contacts. In this sense it 
would almost seem to be unduly handicapping the search for 
relationships between relatives' attitudes and patients' i~ 
provement or lack of improvement, to expect that people who 
visit the patient rarely or never would have very much influ-
ence on the patient's progress in the hospital except ~ the 
very fact of their absence, or as psychological representa-
tions in the patient's mind. 
!able.I:shows some of the main characteristics of the 
Improved and Unimproved subsaaples. !his table reveals that 
the i111proved patients are somewhat younger and have been 
hospitalized at Eedford an average of 6 years less than the 
uni~~~proved patients. 
The lntgvipa -- When iDterviewing relative• an interview 
guide was used. !his guide covered four areas1 (1) IdentifY-
ing Data, (2) l'amily Data, (~) CUrrent Attitudes, (4) l'amily 
Relationships.~ Iotes were taken dartDc the interview with 
the permission of the intervieweea. !htt interviewer gave a 
brief, general, but accurate explanation of the purpose of 
~See Appendices A through D for sample Interview Guide. 
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the interview to the interviewees and answered any questions 
they might have. The interviews were largely unstructured, 
the interviewees being permitted and encouraged to go at 
Table 1. .Age, ll'arital Status, Ty:pe of Schizophrenic 
Reactioa, and Years at :Bedford of Twelve 
Schizophrenic Patients 
Patient .Age ll'arital Type of Years at 
lfo. Status Schizophrenic Bedford 
Reaction 
I:ar,proveda 
1 36 s Catatonic 3 
2 34 s Paranoid 3 
3 28 s Catatonic l 
4 35 s Paranoic! 5 
5 29 s Undifferentiated 3 
6 27 s Paranoid 6 
Uailllproveda 
7 38 s Catatonic 11 
8 31 s Catatonic 2 
9 41 s Hebephrenic 11 
10 29 s Paranoid 3 
11 37 s He'be:phrenic 13 
12 33 s Paranoid 7 
llean ace, illlproved patientsa 31.5 
llean age, uailllproved patients& 34.8 
llean no. of years at Bedford, improved patients& 3.5 
', 
)(ean DOe ot years at Bedford, unimproved patients& 9.5 
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their own pace and decide on the order of things discussed 
with as few directing questions from the interviewer as 
possi~le. This method was found to be highly productive in 
that most desired areas of information were covered and yet 
the relative was able to speak in a natural conversational 
manner. Towards the end of the interTiew the interTiewer be-
came somewhat more directiTe, wherever this was necessary 
to insure that all pertinent areas of information were 
covered. DB&ediately after each interview the Interview 
Guides were filled out in as much detail as possible and a 
process recording of what bad transpired in the interview 
was made. 
Although the interTiews were primarily for the purpose 
of gathering data, basic social work principles of interview-
in~ were adhered to throughout as every attempt was made to 
put the interTiewees at their ease, to understand and accept 
their feelings in this interviewing situation and as rela-
tives of mentally ill patients, and to deal constructively 
with whatever needs were expressed. It was felt that even 
apart from any intor.mation gathered, the interviews were 
themselTes valuable heuristic deTices through which the 
interviewer was able to sharpen his interviewing techniques 
and skills. 
Table 2 shows which relatives were interviewed and 
their relationship to the patients. 
~:·: .-. 
:r 
Ta8le 2. RelationShip of IDterTiewees to Patients 
Patient Relatives Patient Relatives 
lfo. Interviewed No. InterTiewed 
Dzlproved: Unim,proved: 
1 llother 7 Jlother 
2 Siater 8 Brother 
3 Sister 9 llother 
4 Brother 10 Father 
5 Sister 11 Yother 
Sister 
6 llother 
li'a.ther 12 Brother 
Limitations of the Studt -- It is realized that the 1 1 
number of cases in this study precludes ~ attempt to apply 
rigorous statistical controls to the findings and that our 
findings will therefore be only suggestive. It is also 
recognized that gy limiting the study to patients on two 
"disturbed• warda we have 11 akewed the curTe• on the unim-
proved side gy excluding those patients who have shown the 
greatest improvement and might therefore be expected to show 
the greatest differences from the unimproved patients, i.e., 
we have automatically excluded by this limitation patients 
who have improved to the extent that they have IIIOTed to other 
warda than those used in our study or back to the coiiiiiiWlity. 
ln evaluating the patients tor our sample, although the 
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doctor and nurses made separate ratings, the independence of 
their Judgments was in reality limited, because of the great 
amount of discussion and evaluation, the cross-fertilization 
of ideas and opinions that goes on continuously among the 
personnel of a hospital ward. 
Finally, the amount of subJective data and the subJec-
tivity that goes into the analysis of this data must be con-
sidered a limitation. In an attempt to keep subjectivity 
within bounds the writer carefUlly discussed and evaluated 
most of the information obtained in the interviews, as well 
as the categorization of this information, with his super-
visor, :u:r. Paul llc:Namara, who has had many years of exper-
ience dealing with mentally ill patients and their relatives. 
As a fUrther precaution against bias the supervisor was not 
told during these discussions which patients were improved 
and which unimproved. Wherever there was a disagreement 
between the writer and his supervisor as to the proper 
categorization of a particular response or group of response~ 
the reasons for this disagreement were discussed and a 
mutually satisfactory final decision reached. Nevertheless 
the subJective element remains large and admittedly must be 
considered in any assessment of the validity and reliability 
of the final results. 
CHAPTER III 
li'AJIILY RELATIONSHIPS 
lB seeking to discover whether any significant differ-
·' encea exist Between the early fami!y relatioaahips of those 
patients who have been defined as showing i~rov.-ent over 
a period of a year and those who haTe not, we have used as 
our Basis for deciding which relationships are particularly 
crucial in the developmental history of the individual,_ a 
conceptual scheme reported ~ Jurgen Ruesch.l( Ruesch be-
lieves that of primary importance are the relationships to 
the parents and to siblings and in the relationship to 
parents he sees three essential factors: (1) authority, the 
fUnction of a parent in relation to reward and punishment, 
(2) ideal model or identification, the fUnction of a parent 
.. a pera.a with whom the child may or may not identifY 
•, himself, (3) affection, the parents' fUnction as a giver of 
physical or abstract love. The patterning of these functions 
within the family is the basic determinant of how the child's 
superego (morals, ideals, conscience, etc.) and ego (percep-
tion of reality, etc.} will develop. As Ruesch sees it, there 
are six aasic patterns: 
(1) ll'ather is the main source of authority and 
ideal model. MOther is the main source of 
• 1/Jurgen Ruesch, Duodenal Ulcer, (Los Angeles& University 
of California Press, 1948), pp. 41-42. 
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affection. This is the pattern for the normal 
boy. 
(2) The dominant mother pattern. J'ather is by contrast 
weak or ph;ysically absent and mother is source 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
of authority, identification and affection. 
The dominant father pattern. MOther is by contrast 
weak or physically absent and father is source of 
authority, identification and affection. · 
An idealized mother and a punityve father. J'ather 
is main souree of &Rthority, mother main source 
of affection and identification. 
Parents equally dominant. ~qual division of 
authority and affection. Result is a double 
identification and ambivalenee toward 
masculinity and feminiDit;y. 
:Both parents are punitive and the outstanding 
feature is lack of affection. 
In Table 4 (p. 28) we haTe analyzed these patterns of 
relationships as they existed for the patients in our 
sample. As we might expect, and as this table shows, none 
of these patients had a pattern of parental relationships 
that could be characterized as normal. Bor was there any 
case where the father was dominant to the point of exclu-
aion of the ~ther from all three spheres of influence, 
authority, identification and affection, or where both 
parents shared an equal dominance in these areas. The most 
co111110n pattern, found in half the cases in our sample, was 
one where the mother was comparatively the :a:uch stronger 
and more dominant of the two. Where the father did clearly 
dominate he did so in a brutal, pu.nitive manner that un-
doubtedly terrified the child and made it impossible for 
the child to identity with him. 
Table 3. Patterns of Relationships of Parents of 12 
Schizophrenic Patients. 
Pattern I:mproved Unimproved Total No. 
(l) 0 
(2) 2 4 6 
(3) 0 
(4) 2 l 3 
(5) 0 
(6) 2 1 3 
The followini are illustrations of the three patterns 
of family relationship found in our sample: 
Case Illustration of Pattern (2), dominant mother -
Patient no. l - The father ia a qatet, passive 
individual who seems content to be left alone to 
do hie work as a gardener, at which work he has 
been highly sucoessf'ul. The mother, a very demand-
iog individual, evidently turned from her husband 
to her children to obtain the satisfaction of her 
needs. The patient baa always felt more comfort-
able with the mother than the father and enjoyed 
helping her with the household tallks. 
Case Illustration of Pattern (4), punitive father-
Patient no. 9 - Patient's mother was born in 
BUngary, his father in Poland. Patient's father 
was a brutal man who often used extreme physical 
violence on his wife and children and of whom 
paU .• nt was very much afraid. Patient worried a 
great deal about the mother. They comforted and 
consoled each other. Parents were divorced when 
2S. 
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patient was 14 years old, patient remaining with 
the mother. Patient sent his mother valentines 
in which he wrote that she was the most wonderful 
person in the world and much else expressive of 
the same sentiment. 
Case Illustration of Pattern (6), parents punitive 
and uuaffectionate- Patient ao. 5- Patient's 
father was alcoholic and frequently beat the 
patient and his two si'bliJlSs. 1'he mother, born 
in Caaada, spoke no Encliah and was a quiet, 
withdrawn person who showed little interest in 
her chilclren. When patient •s 7 years old he 
and his siblings were placed in an orphanage so 
that both of the parents could work. 
While our sample is too ~ell to detect significant 
differences with any degree of certainty, it may be observed 
that Pattern ( 2), the dominant mother pattern, seems more 
characteristic of the unimproved than of the improved patients. 
J'or the aample as a whole our re1111lts seem to be in agreement 
with those of Reichard and Tillman who found that character-
iatic of schizophrenics -· the fact that& 
one of the parents is dominaat and the other 
submissive and inadequate. In no case did we find 
a democratic pattern of equality and of give 
and take between the parents. Although the 
dominnt parent bad played the more traumatiw 
role, the weaker parent had contributed to the 
patient's difficulties through inability to 
give support.,&/ 
:rn general the dominance of the IIIQthers in relation to 
the patients is characteristic. Lidz and Lidz in their study 
of 50 achizophrenic patients found that 20 of these cases had 
VSUH11De Reichard and Carl Tillman, "Patterns of Parent-
Child Relationships in Schizophrenia,• P!fchiatrz, 13& 
251, :~ray, 1950. 
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'i' lost a parent in one way or another by their 19th birthd&y.y 
'· j: Our findings are similara of the 12 patients in our sample, 
:: 
:: 4 patients, three improved and one unimproved, had lost one 
;; parent by the 19th birthday. In all 4 cases the parent thus 
i; lost was the father. In all 12 cases our interviews revealed 
that it was clearly the mother toward whom the patient felt 
closest. 
'rhe Bole of the ll.ther -- One may wonder what it was about 
the fathers that made it impossible for their sons to estab-
:' lish close positive identifications with them. In our sample 
i; 
' : all fathers were considered to have been rejective; this 
rejection tended to fall into three different categories: 
1: (1) Rejection by withdrawal. Half of the fathers in our 
i' 
sample were relatively inactive members of the family, having 
withdrawn to an unquestionably secondary role in comparison 
to that of the mother, who tended to dominate the family 
scene. Fer four fathers, three of t.proved and one of unim-
proved patients, the basic reason for this withdrawal and 
inactivity seemed primarily related to the fact that they 
were weak, passive individuals. !hey had little strength to 
gin to their sons and often had married for the sake of 
satist,ying their stronc dependency needs. Their relationships 
to their wives bore JII&IIY resemelances to parent-child rela-
~idz and Lidz, op. cit., p. 345. 
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tionships and there~ore it seems not unlikely that their 
reactions to their sons would be more like that o~ jealous 
siblings than parents. 
:: Two of the fathers who showed their rejection by with-
ii 
drawal did not give this appearance o~ weakness and passiTity, 
on the sur~ace at least. Their withdrawal seemed more a 
product o~ how they perceived their role in the ~amily. These 
men, whom we have labelled ~terialistic• in Table 4 (p. 32), 
saw their roles as limited to the provision o~ economic 
:1 support and as long as they are fulfilling this function ~or 
;! their children they ~eel they. are doing all that should 
i 
I 
, rightfully lie expected o~ t~. These men are immersed in their 
I 
'I 
jobs or their businesses. Such a ~ather could not understand 
w~ his son is lacking in ~eeling ~or him, since he gave him 
•everythiQS he could want- toys, clothes, money.• 
(2) Rejection by control -- Three ~athers, while not 
necessarily resorting to p~sical punishment, were neverthe-
less extremely severe and controlling. The! were cold and very 
critical and held unreasonably high standards o~ expected con-
duct ~or their children. They were extremely demanding and 
yet gave nothing ot themselves in return. 
(3) Rejection through alternatin& withdrawal and 
.control -- Some ~athers withdraw and show no interest in 
their children except when bothered, annoyed or angered, at 
which time they will exercise control, usually o~ a peysical 
. -b- --- --- .. -------~ . 
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i1 nature. They have no ltasic interest in their children but the;r 
\"i il baTe ver;r low frustration tolerance levels. These fathers may 
:! 
,, be of the weak, passive type Dllch of the time and take on the 
I 
'·• characteristics of the brutal controlling father only under 
,!1 
i' the influence of alcohol. Cultural factors may be a consider-
.,1 ation here, since many of these fathers come from lands where 
I' 
: ~ 
this type of behavior may be closer to the accepted norm than ;; 
!! 
il ,, it is in middle class America. 
q 
' ii Table 4 indicates the distribution of these three types 
of fathers in our sample. It may be observed that twice as 
\\ '~ Ta)le 4. Relationship of ll'athers to 12 Schizophrenic 
' ii 
i' 
tl 
'" 
Patients 
[i Relationahip of Father 
Rejective through 
withdrawal 
a. Weak, passive 
b. ~terialistie• 
Rejective through 
control 
Rejective through 
a1 ternatiq 
withdrawal and control 
Improved. Unimproved Total 
2 l 
2 l 
\: many unimproved as improved pa.tiuts had u:clusivel;r with-
1! 
drawing fa'lohers, while the reverse ratio is true for those 
--- - ::::---;--=:=::--- c-::;_ 
i! 
patients whose fathers exercised some degree of control, 
.. ;ruther exclusively or alternating with withdrawal. :But in 
:' 
ii our sample the thiq tba t really stands out is the lack of 
i' 
' !i any genuinely positive relationships between fathers and sons, 
and this is true for all twelve cases. In no case did there 
emerge the picture of a close and affectionate relationship 
of mutual regard between father and son. The visiting records 
'' for these patients for 1956 bear this out. Although 10 of the 
12 fathers are alive and living within 50 miles distance of 
the hospital, only five of them visited their sons during 
1956 and only three could be said to have done so frequently 
(15 times or more). Of 11 living mothers, on the other hand, 
nine visited the patient during 1956, six of them frequently. 
~ i 
P D1 only one case was it found that the number of visits by 
1: 
the father exceeded those by the mother, and in that case the 
mother bas a serious physical illness which prevents her from 
visiting. 
The Role ot the llpther In general our findings relating 
to the mothers of the schizophrenic patients are in agreement 
with those mentioned in the literature. All of our patients 
1· are 4escri'lte4 as baTing been closer to their mothers than 
, their fathers in their prepsychotic stage. Yet 5 shows that 
in 10 of 12 cases in our sample the mothers' attitudes could 
be considered to be basically negatiTe and harmfUl. Eight of 
the 12 mothers were considered as definitely rejective, 
.. ---- --1~ 
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ReJective 
a. Withdrawal, 
:}4 ~} 4 :} 8 dhinterest, etc. 
'b. Controlling 
F II ,. 
!' 
,, 
•' 
OTerprotective, 
controllinr; 
Positive, 
affectionate, 
etc. 
1 1 
1 1 
II 
1: although this reJection took two different forms. Three of 
2 
2 
!: 
:; the 8 mothers manifested their reJection directly, 'by hostile 
' ,. 
:l 
attitudes, avoidance of and withdrawal from the child or.as 
more or leas complete disinterest in the child. One of these 
' three mothers is feeble-minded and the Social Service records 
describe her as •indifferent and apathetic, untidy in 
appearance and a poor houaekeeper ••• not a warm, understanding 
' person, and apparently never able to show any love and 
affection toward her family.• The second, now dead, was so 
taciturn as to be practically non-communicative and as soon 
as her children were old enough they were placed in an i( 
i' orphanage so she could go to work. The third of the reJecting-
1~ 
11 wi thdrawinr; mothers had a mental breakdown following her 
!: 
F 
I! menopause in 1930, when the patient was four years old, for 
!i 
1 which she was hospitalized for 7 months and since which time il 
i\ 
11 
she ba!J been •veritably ineffective and inadequate as a 
mother figure• and bas shown a great disinterest in the 
patient. 
7ive of' the mothers bad Shown their re~ection of' and 
hostility toward the patient through a heavy restrictiveness 
in their control of' him as a child. They wer• perf'ectionietic 
:i and very demanding, quick to point out fiawe and shortcomings 
•i 
'i 
· but rarelY giving praise or approval. They believed in a 
ii strict discipline, that the child should have no freedom of' 
:I choice and that he 1m1et be kept under constant surveillance 
J! 
11 and hie every thought shared with them. The mothers who were 
,, 
1: 
;! 
i ~ 
,, 
thus re~ective and controlling are in contrast to those 
mothers who were overprotective and controlling (although 
the underlying attitudes may well be the same). We found two 
mothers who fit the latter categoryf that is, they satisfied 
their children's p~sical needs and gave them some affection, 
but only at the cost of' their giviq up every attempt at ;, 
r psychic and social independence. Of' the total aample only 
two of the mothers were considered to 8e warm and positive 
and yet not too demanding in their attitudes towards their 
sons, as far as we could discern. :Both of these women bad 
husbands of' the weak, passive type and it is not imposei"ele 
that if we could have continued our study further we might 
35. 
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have been able to discern that these women did control the 
patients in subtle ways, as substitute satisfactions for 
! needs not satisfied by their weak husbands. 
~re are no discernible differences in the kinds of 
mother relationships experienced by improved patients aad 
unimproved patients, the number who were rejective, over-
protective, and positive beinc equal for the two groups. 
fht Bple of Siblings -- In our first chapter we pointed to 
the need of considerinc the patient within the coutext of 
of the family unit. In his attempts to adjust to the larger 
social groups, the individual first learns to get along 
;; with his parents, his brothers and sisters and with that as 
a firm base, to move into larger social spheres. Thus rela-
tions with siblincs may be an important early indication of 
patients' later ability to adjust and relate. 
Ru.esch in his study of civilian and navy ulcer patients 
found that the navy ulcer bearers bad more brothers while 
the civilians bad more sisters and he concluded that the 
civilians bad therefore been subjected to a more feminine 
environmeat.!/ Since sexual identification is one of the 
problem areas where the contused thinking of the schizo-
phrenic disease process shows itself most clearly, it was 
felt that the pattern of sibling distribution for the 
~each, op. cit., p. (6. 
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patients in our ~ple might have some differential features. 
Table 6 shows this distribution of siblings for the improved 
Table 6. Frequency of Siblings of 12 Schizophrenic Patients 
Daproved Unimproved 
Average no. 
of Sisters 2.3 2.7 
Average no. 
of :Brothers 2.0 3.3 
Total 4.3 6.0 
and unimproved patients. The improved patients have a 
smal.ler average number of siblings and have more sisters 
than brothers. The unimproved patients have somewhat more 
sibliais on the average and have mor' brothers than sisters. 
Ione of these differences, however, is of sufficient magni-
tude to be considered significant. 
All children at some time in the family unit have the 
role of youngest child and the age at which they llllSt give 
up this generally favored role -.r have iaportant subsequent 
effects. Ruesch considers the years from 2! to 5 as the 
•critical age• in this respect. Speaking of his ulcer 
patients he says& 
They had to give up their preferred position with 
the arrival of a younger sibling when they were 
2! to 5 years old - a critical ace when they were 
neither young enough to overlook the arrival of 
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the new siblings nor old enough to be detached 
from their mothers. The shift of attention and 
affection which necessarily followed the birth 
of a younger sibling was therefore a traumatic 
experience tor our patients.Sf 
Co~aring the improved with the unimproved patients we 
find that four of the former but only one of the latter had 
to give up the_positioD of ~17 child between the ages of 
two and five years of age. This finding at first seems diffi-
cult to explain. How,ver when we compare the average number 
of years for which the position of youngest child was held 
in the two groups, we find that five of six improved patients 
held this position an average of 3.8 years and the si~ 
improved patient still holds it, whereas the six unimproved 
patients held the position an average of 3.2 years. This 
suggests that for this type of hospitalized patient the fact 
of more care and attention as the youngest child over a 
longer period of time ~ have therapeutic implications that 
outweish the factor of the exact age at which the position 
of youngest child is given up. 
In general patients were described as getting along 
•tine" with their brothers and sisters. However only three 
patients were described as specially close to one particular 
brother or sister, and fUrther questioning usually revealed 
that the patients have always been more or less social iso-
J/.Di% P• 49 • 
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latee. HOst of the patients bad joined in family fUnctions 
only in a passive way, as lookers-on rather than tull 
participants. There were no discernible differences between 
the attitudes of improved and unimproved patients toward 
their siblings, or of their siblings toward them. 
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CURREliT ATTITUDES 
In our attempt to assess the relation of relatives' 
attitudes to patients' improvement or lack of improvement, 
the views and opinions of the relatives in our sample were 
elicited in four broad areass (l) the hospital and the 
treatment given the patient at the hospital, (2) mental 
illness, both in general and that or the particular patient 
whom they were visiting, (3) the tuture of the patient as 
they perceived it, (4) visiting. All interviewees were 
cooperative about voicing their opinions alDeit with differ-
ing degrees of defensiveness and anxiety. On the whole most 
relatives seemed to find satisfaction in having someone who 
listened to them and who showed an obTious interest in and 
attached an obTious i~~~portuce to what they said. 
4ttitudes toward the Hospital and Trtatment Half of the 
relatives interTiewed reported no or only very infrequent 
contacts with any hospital personnel other than the 
attendant whom they had to see when entering the ward visit-
ing room. Three of these were relatives of improved patients 
and three of unimproved. Several relatives alleged tbi. t they 
had made attempts to phone or visit the doctor but had been 
unable to do so. Some expressed resentment that it was 
allegedly so difficult to contact the doctor. 
: ___ -,:-_;_;:~-
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A sister of an improved patient and a brother of an 
unimproved patient sai.d that their mothers were attending 
group counselling sessions conducted weekly by the Chief of 
Social Service and they both felt that their mothers were 
i! benefitting greatly from attendance at these sessions. None 
i of the remaining ten interviewees reported any but infrequent 
and sporadic contacts with the Social Service. A brief explan-
ation of this fact may be offered. The Social Service staff 
at Eedford is limited in number and is moreover oriented 
toward helping the patient readjust successfUlly to community 
livins. The Social Service department at Eedford is one of 
very few that not only prepares the patient and his family 
for trial visiting, but in most cases where the patient lives 
within 30 miles of the hospital, conducts the actual trial 
visit supervision. The emphasis is on work with relatives of 
patients who are soon to leave the hospital or are out on 
leave of absence or trial visit. Since all of the patients 
!! . 
in this study are seriously disturbed and trial visiting at 
present not contemplated for any of them, social workers 
would be leas likely to have contact with their relatives. 
Koat of the relatives expressed the general feeling that 
the hospital was doing all it could for the patient, However 
some of the relatives, after praising tbe hospital, or 
mentioning how Dlllch better it was than a state hospital, went 
on to voice doubts and suspicions that revealed their basical-
- -_________ -----;::-: . ----- .. 
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ly ambivalent attitude toward the hospital. The brother of 
Patient no. 4 illustrates this ambivalence clearly in his 
remarks a 
lfr. ll said he admired this hospital and all it 
had done for his brother. ~eryone he has come 
into contact with has been very helpful and 
courteous to him. J'rom what he can see every-
thing is all right but sometimes he wonders if 
things are really beiDg run properly. He has 
read that all hospitals are understatted. He 
wonders if there is pbysical violence and if 
they make things 'look good' far visitors. If 
the patient is getting proper treatment he 
should get better. Jimlll;y Piersall got better 
in one month; maybe you need money to be 
treated right. 
It we separate those interviewees who expressed only 
positive feelings from those who expressed both positive and 
negative or ambivalent feelings we obtain the distribution 
shown in Table 7. This table indicates that a larger propor-
Table 7. Attitudes of Relatives of 12 Schizophrenic 
Patients toward the Hospital and Treatment 
Attitude 
Positive 
.Ambivalent 
Jllq)roved 
5 
1 
Uaimproved Total 
8 
4 
tion of relatives of unimproved patients expressed mixed 
feelings about the hospital and about the treatment the 
patient is receiving. 
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wnen relatives were questioned about any criticisms or 
suggestions they might have a wide variety of respOnses was 
elicited. One relative said the patient should be "pushed" 
' more and encouraged to talk • .Another suggested that some of !: 
the new "wonder" drugs about which she has been reading 
should be tried on the patient. Other relatives felt that if 
the patients were on a less disturbed ward and could get more 
individualized attention, that they might show more improve-
ment. Many of the relatives while making these suggestions 
usually qualified them by adding that they realized the 
practiaal limitations of time and staff at the hospital. Most 
of the relatives expressed the feeling that the hospital was 
really doing all it could to help the patient, although it 
must be realized that relatives may be hesitant to criticize 
the hospital in front of the interviewer who to them probably 
represents that hospital. 
For some relatives their attitude that the hospital was 
doing all that could be done to help the patient seemed to 
serve an additional function as a ratioaalization for their 
not taking a more active part in the helping process. Such 
relatives usually did not make any criticisms or suggestions 
because they seemed to feel that it would be inappropriate 
for them to do so and that the patient was now the hospital's 
responsibility. "You people ought to know better than I" was 
the attitude of these relatives. These latter attitudes may 
'#-----;-_··_;: 
reflect a feeling of frustration or inability to deal with 
the problem of the mentally ill jatient or it may reflect a 
basic withdrawal from responsibility for the patient's wel-
tare ... 
Table 8 shows the frequency of criticisms anq/or sugges-
tions for the relatives of improved and unimproved patients. 
Table 8. Frequency of Criticisms anq/or Suggestions 
Ko. of Criticisms 
anq/or Suggestions 
2 
1 
none 
Improved 
5 
0 
1 
Unimproved 
1 
1 
4 
This table illustrates that more relatives of improved than 
of unimproved patients were able to express criticisms or 
suggestions pertaining to their care and treatment. This may 
reflect the generally higher leTel of interest of relatives 
of improved patients. Or it ~ equally be a reflection of 
the fact that as a group the relatives of unimproved patients 
are more ambivalent in their attitude toward the hospital and 
:! may be more reluctant to express the negative component of 
this attitude. It may indicate discouragement and a feeling 
of hopelessness on the part of the relatives of the patients 
--~-_.....:.;__:::_-_-_ 
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who have failed to improve, together with an abandonment of 
their responsibility for the patient to the hospital, since 
it will be remembered that the unimproved patients as a 
group have been hospitalized a full six years longer than 
the improved patients. 
Attitudes toward Mental Il1ness. the Illness of the Fami1Y 
Kember• and its Impact upon the Jimily Unit -- Relatives 
were questioned about what they considered to be the factors 
which contributed to the patients' illness and what impact 
this illness has had on themselves and other members of the 
family, in terms of both their general understanding of and 
attitudes toward mental illness and of the effect on the 
family unit's pattern of living. It might seem a reasonable 
assumption that the relative's conception of the main etio-
logical agents in the onset and ••velf;pment of the patient's 
illness would be a fairly accurate reflection of the state 
of their general understanding of and attitude toward mental 
illness and the mentally ill patient. However two factors 
complicate this simple assumption. One is the fact that 
these patients are close relatives of theirs and inasmuch 
as the family is a unit, share a common identification with 
themJ therefore to admit, either to themselves or others, 
that strictly family influences or even internal weaknesses 
of the patients themselves could play a role in causing the 
illness, would be to admit their own weakness and that of 
their family. It is much easier to lay the blame on extra-
family, extra-p&tient factors. And here the second factor 
' !i enters in to provide in military service a most convenient 
!: scapegoat' these patients are in a hospital for veterans and 
both the.y and their families derive very real benefits, 
financial and otherwise, from establishing a connection be-
tween the mental illness and service in the armed forces. 
Therefore we cannot be surprised when ten of our twelve 
relatives lay blame on service in the armed forces as the 
primary causative agent in the patients' illness, one gives 
it equal blame with another factor, and only one lays the 
blame wholly to non-military and pre-military influences. 
HOwever some relatives, after blaming the armed forces, were 
able to admit that other factors also may have played a 
:: contributing role. In Table 9 we have divided the responses 
i' 
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of relatives into three categories, "military," •mixed," 
and •non-military." The "military" category refers to those 
relatives who could admit of no other factors having any 
possible influence on the development of the patients' illnes~ 
The following is an example of a •military• response: 
I don't know what made him sick. He wasn't like 
that before the service. You know he was over-
seas for 18 months and when he came back every-
thing looked different to him. Something 
definitely happened in the service because he 
was all right when he went in. 
The category "mixed" refers to those responses where the 
relative either gave equal blame to the military and some 
" 
Table 9. Etiology of Patients' Illness as Seen by 
their Relatives 
Causal Factors 
Military 
Mixed 
].{on-military 
Improved 
3 
2 
1 
Unimproved 
5 
1 
0 
Total 
8 
3 
1 
other factor, or where, after laying the primary responsi-
bility upon service in the armed forces, the relative was 
then able to admit that other non-military factors also had 
some influence. An example of a •mixed• response followsa 
His being in the service is what caused it all. 
He was a 'home' boy who was quiet and never mixed 
much. He was sheltered and protected and not at 
all a wild kid. And then he was slightly deaf and 
allergic. It was a shock to him when he was 
drafted. He wasn 1 t treated right in the service. 
He got punishment for everything he did and then 
they just threw him out of the service. 
Here we see that despite the major share of blame being laid 
to the military service, the relative does have enough in-
sight and security to ·be able to admit that there were also 
predisposing background factors. 
The"non-military• category refers to those responses 
'' where the etiology of the patient 1 s illness is seen to lie 
L in factors other than the patient's service in the armed 
forces. Only one interviewee gave such a response. Her re-
sponse will therefore serve to illustrate the "non-military" 
:.:;" ___ ---. 
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category a 
Its hard to say Just why he became sick. He's 
always been such a quiet bqy and he always kept 
to himself too much so that you could never get 
close to him. And there was no good home life 
where he could feel he belonged. 
The fact that emerges most clearly from Table 9 is that 
these relatives as a total group have by and large proJected 
the etiology of the patients' illness onto the military and 
away from more personal and familial factors. This tendeney 
seems more pronounced for the unimproved than for the im-
proved group, although the differences are too small to be 
significant. 
It is interesting that the one interviewee who gave a 
•non-military" response also stated that since the patient 
became ill she bas read everythi.ns she could about mental 
illness • .Al.dlogether three interTiewees, all relatives of 
improved patients, mentioned specific books they have read 
in their efforts to sain an understanding of mental illness. 
Several of the relatives felt that they had become 
more tolerant of the patient and his behavior during the 
course of his hospitaliu.tion, and had come to know what he 
was saying, to know the best ways of responditl£ to him. 1rany 
relatives felt that this ~ that they understood the 
patient now, yet to the interviewer it was clear that some 
of the relatives were contusing improved techniques of 
dealing with the patient with a real understanding of him 
4.8. 
and his illness. Since this sample of relatives has an 
unusually high visiting record it would seem almost inevit-
able that over a period of time certain patterns of reaction 
to the patient would be established and, as patterns of 
expectation crystallized and stabilized, would become more 
refined, and that this refinement of response •ould occur 
by trial and error and unconsciously, without insight on 
the part of the relative. Indeed, the extent to which re-
pression, rationalization and displacement are utilized by 
these relatives, as evidenced by their narrow conception of 
the etiology of the patients' illness, makes it highly un-
likely that any large degree of insight, that is, of mean-
ingful connections between the patient's present ~toms 
and behavior and the basic drives and motives behind them, 
would be developed. 
The degree to which the patient's illness had actually 
affected the family unit's pattern of living was surprising-
ly ..-11. ~ive of the relatives stated that neither their 
way of li~e nor that of the patient's family unit had 
changed much or at all as a result of the patient's illness 
and hospitalization. One relative said that the only change 
was that she now visited the patient every week, which she 
considered a great sacrifice. One mother of a patient said 
that her daughter had had to charJsa;·her work hours and buy 
an automobile at great expense so that they could visit. The 
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remaining five relatives, while the,y felt that the patients' 
illness had not had a direct impact upon their or their 
family's pattern of living, did feel that it bad effected 
them in a more subtle, emotional way. Some felt it was very 
upsetting to them, that it made them depressed, made them 
feel helpless or hopeless. 
Several reasons may be adduced to explain the fact 
that the illness of these patients has had eo little prac-
tical effect on the way of life of these relatives. For 
one thi:ng these patients are all unmarried and they had not 
therefore set up their own independent families prior to 
their hospitalization. Kost of the patients come from large 
families (average number of siblings for these patients is 
5.2) where their absence was probably lese felt than it 
would have been where the family was smaller. In no case 
was the patient the sole source of support. Then too, in 
many cases the patient had already withdrawn, either psych-
olgically or_pbyeically or both, from the routines of 
;; family life long before his hospitalization. 
:: 
P1qgnostic Attitudes -- It was felt that how a relative 
perceived the fUture of' the patient might have an important 
bearing on a patient's improvement or lack of improvement, 
the optimism or"cpessimism of the relative being unconscious-
ly communicated to the patient and haTing an important 
influence upon his motivation and morale. Relatives were 
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therefore asked how they viewed the patient's future and also 
what their attitude was toward the possible return home of 
the patient if the patient's condition should get better. 
Table 10 shows the distribution of relatives according to 
whether they bad a generally optimistic or generally pess-
imistic attitude toward the course of the. patient 1 s illness. 
Examples of optimistic attitudes: 
(l) ~entually he'll pull out of it, I really 
think he will. 
(2) I certainly hope and think he will get 
better; that's w~ I come so often and 
try everYthing to make him happy. 
~lea of pessimistic attitudes: 
(l) I don't think he will ever get better. 
I can't see him ever coming home. He 
basn 1 t got a chance. It would take a 
miracle. 
(2) I don't know; I see patients sixty years 
old here and that makes me wonder. I wish 
J. would &et well but I can't really say 
I think ae will. 
Table 10. Relatives' OUtlook on Patients' Future 
OUtlook 
Optimistic 
Pessimistic 
Iln:proved Uniuwroved 
l 
5 
Total 
4 
8 
1; The fact that two thirds of the relatives are pessi-
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mistic about the future of the patients probably reflects 
the seriousness, the deepseatedness of the illness of most 
of the patients in our sample. It appears from Table 10 
that, as we might expect, a higher proportion of relatives 
of improved patients are optimistic than relatives of un-
improved patients, although the numbers involved are too 
small to make the findings more than suggestive. We natur-
ally expect relatives of patients who have shown improve-
ment over a period of one year to be more optimistic about 
the patients' futures than the relatives of patients who 
have not manifested any such progress. Moreover, we llllst 
not forget that the unimproved patients have been in the 
hospital for 6 years longer on the average than the im-
proved patients and it is quite understandable that the 
relatives of such long-term patients woul4 be less inclined 
to optimism. HOwever when we divide the sample according 
to the median number of years of hospitalization of the 
patienta in our sample (i.e., '·5 years), as we have done 
in Table 11, we fail to find any difference in the propor-
tion of optimistic to pessimistic responses. In other 
words, as far as the small number in our sample is any 
indication, the attitudes of relatives towa~d the patients' 
future appears to rest on other factors than length of 
hospitalization. 
Ten of the 12 relatives said that if the patient were 
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Table 11. Relatives' outlook on Patients' :ruture 
Related to Length of Hospitalization 
OUtlook L tion Total 
Over 4.5 Years 
Optimistic 2 2 4 
Pessimistic 4 4 8 
to get better he would be able to return home. The 
eleventh relative, a sister of an improved patient, said it 
would be impossible to make a home for the patient since 
his mother is dead, his father in a sanitarium and the 
sister herself has three small children. The twelvth rela-
tive, the brother of an unimproved patient, felt the patient 
should not return home because the patient's mother is 
psychotic and he felt this would have a bad effect on the 
patient. The interviewer had the impression that of those 
relatives who expresse4 a willingness to have the patient 
return home when and if he gets better, that there were 
wide variations in the actual feelings of the relatives 
as they vi-ed this project. However because of limitations 
:, of time this matter was not explored further with the rela-
" 
'i tives and because of their high degree of subjectivity these 
It 
!: impressions of the interviewer are not presented here. 
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Attitudja toward visiting -- Relatives were asked how they 
felt about visiting and what their impresaions of the visit-
ing experience were. From the discussions that ensued it soon 
became apparent that the maJor motivation for visiting was 
duty, a more or leas vague sense of obligation, a usual 
concomitant of which was some anxiety and/or guilt. Half ot 
the relatives displayed this motive primarily. Two of the 
relatives seemed to visit primarily from a desire to domin-
ate, to find out what the patient was doing, what he was up 
to and to control the situation generally. For another two, 
who seemed to feel neither particularly interested in or 
concerned with or obligated to visit the patients, financial 
consideration• seemed the main motive. Both had been granted 
considerable sums from the patients' fUnd in order to finance 
their viaits1 one relative had been given fUnds to buy a car 
eo that she might visit the patient. A genuine warmth and 
affection for the patient eeemed to be the main motivation 
in only two cases. Table 12 (p. 55) shows the distribution of 
these motivation• for the Improved and Unimproved subsamples. 
The distribution shown in this table represents the primary 
but not necessarily the sole motive and it should not be 
inferred that these motives are mutually exclusive. Thus a 
relative who is primarily controlling may also feel some 
warmth for the patient, a relative who visits out of a sense 
of duty may also have a desire to oversee and control, etc. 
- ·n.- _.,_,--:- :;:- -: 
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Table 12. Relatives' Primary KOtivations for 
Visiting 
KOtive Improved Unimprovecl Total 
Sense of duty 2 4 6 
Desire to 
control, dominate 1 1 2 
Financial 1 1 2 
Affection 2 0 2 
Few relatives voiced any complaints about the visiting 
hours or accomodations. HOwever, only a very few relatives 
seemed to really enjoy their visits. It must be remembered 
that the patients in our sample represent the hospital's 
more disturbed group, some of them uncommunicative and 
asocial, others of them untidy in.. appearance, obscene in 
language, silly, deluded, hallucinated, assaultive. It is 
perhaps no wonder then that many of the interviewees derive 
little pleasure from their visits and undertake them only 
from a sense of duty. 
Several of the relatives were quite apologetic about 
not visiting more often. The very fact that the interviewer 
discussed their visiting with them seemed to evoke for some 
feelings of guilt. This guilt moreover was a subjective 
thing, quite unrelated to the actual number of visits of the 
relative. Thus a relative who visits forty times a year may 
_·-·-·-- ~-:-.-~"- -
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feel more guilty about not visiting even more frequently than 
does a relative who visits only ten times. 
We have already pointed out that as far as frequency of 
visits is concerned our sample as a whole was not typical of 
the entire po~lation of relatives of patients who met our 
criteria. Table 13 shows that the relatives in our sample 
Table 13. Frequency of Visiting 
Relatives' Groups lfumber .A.verage number of 
of Patients Visits in 1956 
l. Total population 
meeting criteria 57 22.9 
a. Total population 
of improved pte. 32 24.5 
b. Total population 
of unimproved pte. 25 20.7 
2. Total sample 12 48.2 
a. Improved 
sub sample 6 49.8 
b. Unimproved 
sub sample 6 46.5 
visited on the average more than twice as often as the rela-
tives of the total population. This finding, as we have said, 
is without question the product of our method of selection 
by which those who visited most often had the highest prob-
ability of being chosen for our sauple. Relatives of im-
proved patients visited with a slightly higher average 
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frequency than relatives of unimproved patients, and this is 
true of both our sample and of the larger population of 57 
patients. HOwever the differences, though in the direction of 
i supporting the view that relative's visiting does have some 
therapeutic effects, are too small to be statistically 
1 significant. 
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CJIAPi'ER V 
SUlDIARY AliD CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to explore possible rela-
tionships between the improvement or lack of improvement man-
ifested by hospitalized schizophrenic patients and (1) their 
family backgrounds, (2) the current attitudes of visiting 
relatives. The folloiring areas were explored: (1) patterns 
of authority, identification and affection within the family, 
(2) relation of patient to father, mother and siblings, 
(3) attitudes of visiting relatives toward: (a) the hospital 
and treatment, (b) mental illness, illness of the patient, 
impact of this illness on their pattern of living, (c) prog-
nosis, and (d) visiting. 
Patients on the two "disturbed" wards of the Eedford 
i Veterans Administration Hospital were classified by the ward 
;l 
i: doctor and ward nurses as either •improved" or •unimproved" 
,, 
according to a standard definition. Wben these patients had 
been fUrther equated for drus treatment, minimum length of 
residence on the ward and diagnosis there remained two groups, 
32 improved patients and 25 unimproved. ~e first 6 relatives 
of the patients in each group to make visits after the study 
i: ;I began were selected for inclusion in the sample. There was 
I! thus a total sample of 12 ~elatives, consisting of 6 rela-
;i 
•1 tives of improved patients and 6 relatiTes of unimproved 
i! 
patients. 
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Data were gathered through the prillle.ry medium of unstruc-
tured interviews with these relatives. The 1ize of the sample 
and subsamples precluded any conclusive generalizations and 
our findings can only be considered as pointing the way to 
possible trends and to areas for further and more intensive 
as well as extensive investigation. 
Patients in the improved aubsample were found to be on 
the average three years younger and to haTe been hospitalized 
at :Bedford an average of 6 years less than the unimproved 
patients. These findings suggest that the older the patient 
and the longer his term of hospitalization the less likely 
are the chances that he will show improvement over a period 
of time. When comparing the attitudes of relatives in the 
two subsamples it must therefore be remembered that not only 
are we comparing improved w1 th unimproved but aln to some 
exteDt shorter-term with longer-term patients. 
lj)m1ly' Relatiogship& -- In general our findings concerning 
the early family relationships of the schizophrenic patients 
in our total sample are in~ent with those found in the 
literature. In no case was there found a normal pattern of 
relationships where the father was the main source of author-
ity and identification, the mother the main source of affec-
tion. Half of our cases revealed a pattern of dominant 
mother-weak, passive father. In the other half equally un-
healt~ patterns were shown to have been present. Although 
the 11echizopbrenogenic mother" was clearly in evidence - dom-
inating, controlling, rejective and demanding - the evidence 
was certainly equally strong for the concept of a 11schizo-
phrenogenic father," one who through weakness or coldness 
or brutality did not permit a healt~ identification on the 
part of the patient. In not one of our cases could the father-
eon relationship be characterized as one of affection end 
mutual regard. There is some evidence to suggest that the 
weak, passive father may be more characteristic of the unim-
proved patient, the cold or p~sically punishing father of 
the improved patient. It may be that the stronger father, 
however cold, controlling, or brutal, may offer the patient 
a prognostically better imase of masculinity than the weak, 
passive, withdrawn father. This question deserves further and 
more detailed investigation and indeed it is the writer's 
i' opinion that this study highlights the need for much f'urther 
investigation and examination of the whole area of the role 
of the father in the development and course of the schizo-
phrenic disease process. 
There were no significant differences bwtween the rela-
tionships of improved and unimproved patients to their sib-
lings or of their siblings to them. It was apparent that the 
patients had from earliest days been quiet, withdrawn indiv-
iduals and had joined in family activities only in a passive 
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way, as obserTers rather than as full participants. 
Current Attitudes of Relatives -- The relatives as a whole 
held the attitude that the hospital was doing all it could 
to help the patients. JOr some relatives, however, this 
attitude served to rationalize their own passivity and 
abdication of responsibility toward the care and treatment 
of the patient. This withdrawal from active participation in 
helping the patient was also felt to be a main reason for 
the hesitancy and inability of some relatives to offer con-
crete suggestions and criticisms; they saw themselves as 
entirely divorced from the hospital's helping function. 
The relatives strongly tended to project the etiology 
of the patients' illness onto the military service, although 
the tenacity with which this view was held varied from rela-
tive to relative. Relatives reported little practical impact 
on their or their family's pattern of living. The explanation 
of this probably lies in the fact that all of the patients 
are unmarried and thus had not established independent 
families of their own; as it was the patients usually were 
just one sibling among many, which tended to minimize the 
impact of their illness. Two-thirds of the relatives held a 
generally pessimistic outlook on the patients' fUture. 
Whether a particular relative held an optimistic or pessimis-
tic attitude did not seem related to how long the patient 
had been hospitalized. Ten of the 12 relatives said there 
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would be a home available for the patient if he were to get 
better. 
Because of the small number of cases in this study, no 
differences of any statistical significance were obtained 
between the attitudes of relatives of improved and unimproved 
patients. However there were indications that the relatives 
of unimproved patients were more ambivalent in their attitude 
toward the hospital, were less able to express criticisms or 
suggestions, were more inclined to project all blame for the 
patient's illness on hie service in the armed forces, were 
more pessimistic about the patient's future. They were also 
more inclined to visit out of a sense of obligation and duty 
and to visit somewhat less frequently than the relatives of 
improved patients. These however are only trends in our very 
ii small sa.m;ple and much larger numbers would have to be studied 
I! 
! ~ 
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before any definite reliability could be attached to them. 
The most common motive for visiting on the part of rela-
tives appeare4 to be a sense of dut,y, of obligation. In view 
of this rather uninspiring motivation the fact that few rela-
tives seemed to really enjoy the visits should not be 
surprisins. To this writer the fact that the relatives have 
a passive attitude toward the care and treatment of the 
patients, that they frequently do not feel that it is their 
place to make suggestions, that they often visit largely from 
!i a sense of dut,y - these facts point to a common difficulty, 
·" 
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namely the failure to perceive of their role as active 
helpers in the common effort to improve the patients' condi-
tion. ,There is a failure to identify with the hospital in 
what should be a joint undertaking. Instead there is a sense 
of separation and alienation from the hospital. There! issa 
breakdown of communication between thes' relatives and the 
hospital personnel. The fears, anxieties, and guilt of the 
relatives are undoubtedly contributing factors here. Few of 
these relatives have had any contact with Social Service. 
Yet Social Service could surely fill a most important need 
for interpretation for these relatives. These relatives can 
be assisted to see mental illness and the illness of their 
family member in a more naturalistic, less guilt-laden 
light, can be helped to identify with the common purposes 
and goals of the hospital and to see how their visits can 
make a definite, unique and positive contribution to those 
goals. Group sessions with relatives, such as those presently 
being conducted by the Chief of Social Service, seem to 
offer one practical way to achieve these objectives. 
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APPENDIX A 
Identifyine; Data 
Jlame Code No. 
Birthdate 
Religion 
llarite.l Statue 
Diagnosis 
Dates of Military SerTice 
Years in Hospital 
Date of Admission 
- ~J - --
Parents: 
.. .;r_-:. -- , __ 
llother 
li'ather 
Siblings 
Spouse 
Children 
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APPENDIX B 
li'tmily nata 
Date of Place of Marital Occupa- Date of 
Birth Birth Status tion Death 
:: 
APPDDIX C 
Current Attitudes 
A. Attitude of relative toward hospital and treatment 
1. Contacts with hospital staff 
2. ETalue.tion of patient's treatment 
3. Criticisms or suggestions regarding improvement 
of services 
B. Attitudes of relatives toward mental illness and 
illness of their family member 
1. Factors contributing to patient's illness 
2. Understanding of mental illness and changes in 
this understanding 
3. lmpact of patient's illness on family unit's 
pattern of living 
c. Prognostic attitude 
1. View of patient's future 
2. Attitude tow~d possible return home of the 
patient 
D. Attitude toward visiting 
1. Reasons for visiting 
2. ~ressions of visiting experience 
3. Visiting pattern - who visits and how often 
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APPENDIX D 
l§mily Relationships 
Patient's relationship to parental figures 
1. Source of authority 
Degree of control 
2. Identification model 
3. Source of affection 
Degree of ambivalence 
Patient's relationship to siblings 
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